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Abstract

The analysis of phonocardiogram signals by using the 
wavelet transform is a very important analysis concerning 
our study and it helps us to better locate the frequency 
ranges of heart sounds S1 and S2 as well as their internal 
components (mitral M1, Tricuspid T1, Aortic A2 and Pulmo-
nary P2 respectively) and to have an overview of the spec-
tro-temporal response.

The problem encountered when identifying the split of 
S1 or S2 (split: Time delay between internal components); 
it’s when they’re immersed in a heart murmur so there’s no 
way to see the sounds without the need for a digital filter. 

A filter can distort the basic information: The breath or 
the click can contain frequencies which are superimposed 
on the frequencies of a heart cardiac sounds. The wavelet 
transform will thus allow us to locate the internal compo-
nents in the cardiac sounds itself (knowing which compo-
nent precedes the other is information that is very impor-
tant for the diagnosis of valvulopathy.

An analysis of the frequency content of the internal com-
ponents of heart sounds and their durations will necessar-
ily provide information on the pathological severity of each 
case analyzed.

Keywords: Spectro-temporal; Characteristics; First sound S1; 
Second sound S2; Component; Aortic; Pulmonary; Mitral; Tri-
cuspid.
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Figure 1: Frequency characteristics of some cardiovascular 
sounds [1].

Introduction

Analysis of the internal components of the heart cardiac 
sounds S1 and S2 by the standard Fourier transform (FFT) can 
be used to give only information on the frequency content of 
the the heart cardiac sounds S1 and S2 of the studied cardiac 
signal as well as their internal components (A2, P2, M1 and T1). 
Above all, the FFT is unable to provide indications concerning 
the temporal evolution of the analyzed signal if the stationarity 
criterion is violated [1-2] (case of non-stationary signals (PCG 
signal)). The phonocardiogram signal representing the time 
course of heart sounds is considered, like many other biomedi-
cal signals, to be a non-stationary signal. To effectively under-
stand such signals it is important to study their time-frequency 
characteristics. Short-term Fourier Transform (TFCT) as a time-
frequency analysis method can be applied. This consists of slid-
ing an analysis window along the signal studied, but the dimen-
sions of this window must be fixed in order to guarantee the 
stationarity conditions. Unfortunately, these constraints cannot 
allow good resolution in time and frequency simultaneously [2]. 
The Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) which plays a crucial cru-
cial role in time-frequency analysis responds favorably to the 
improvement of this analysis, however it remains limited by 
the problem of inter-frequency terms which generally reduce 
the readability of a time-frequency diagram and that it is in this 
sense desirable to get rid of it [2] which practically results in a re-
markable lack of separation of the internal components of noise 
B1 and B2. Besides, the Wigner ville method is specialized in 
the spectro-temporal analysis of mono-component signals [3].

The wavelet transform thus remains very suitable for the 
analysis of the internal components of heart cardiac sounds. 
This technique shows its efficiency in time-frequency analysis 
due to its flexible and adaptive dimension analysis window 
which allows it to have good temporal resolution for high fre-
quency components and frequency resolution for low frequen-
cy components [2,4,5].

The time-scale representation of the cardiac sounds S1 and 
S2 has been approached by various researchers [6-9], but rarely 
for their internal components (M1, T1, A2 and P2). Most of this 
work used the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) to obtain 
a three-dimensional (time-scale-amplitude) graphical represen-
tation of the PCG signals. 

The results of this work mainly concerned the comparison 
of the frequency content of the cardiac sounds S1 and S2 by 
demonstrating the more frequency content obtained which 
was rather delicate to find with the other time-frequency meth-
ods (STFT or WVD). The comparison of différents methods of 
analysis (FFT, STFT, WVD, CWT) ibution and the wavelet trans-
form) was also taken into consideration in the study of cardiac 
sounds [7,8] with a preference for the transform of wavelets 
which made it easier to study time-frequency (or time-scale) 
characteristics thanks to its efficiency in separating the sub-
components of heart noise [9-10].

Methods

Wavelet transforms have become well known as useful 
tools for various signal processing applications. The continuous 
wavelet transform is best suited to signal analysis.

Its semi-discrete version (wavelet series WS) and its fully 
discrete one (the discrete wavelet transform DWT) have been 
used for signal coding applications, including image compres-
sion and various tasks in computer vision.

Given a time-varying signal s(t), wavelet transforms consist 
of computing coefficients that are inner products of the signal 
and a family of “wavelets”. In a continuous wavelet transforms, 

The wavelet corresponding to scale “a” and time location “b” 
is :

Ψ (a,b)= 
//

1
a  

Ψ ( a
bt− )                      (1) 

Where Ψ(t) is the “mother wavelet” which can be thought 
of as a band-pass function. The factor  //a  is used to en-
sure energy preservation. There are various ways of discretizing 
time-scale parameters (b,a), each one yields a different type of 
wavelet transform.

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) was originally in-
troduced by G.Grossmann and J.Morlet. Time t and the time-
scale parameters vary continuously.

CWTs(t);a,b = ∫s(t) Ψ(a,b)*(t)dt                 (2)

(the asterisk stands for complex conjugate).

It turned out that the "db7" wavelet, after analysis, appeared 
to be the one most suitable for the analysis of PCG signals. This 
analysis is based on the application of a large number of orthog-
onal and bi-orthogonal wavelets in the analysis of the PCG sig-
nal of a healthy subject (signal considered as basic signal) and 
each time the value of the average difference (in absolute value) 
between the original signal and the synthesis signal obtained by 
reconstruction by multi-resolution analysis (the decomposition 
of the original PCG signal is done on seven levels and this is the 
seventh detail of decomposition (d7) presenting the best infor-
mation which is considered as a synthesis signal [11]), Before ap-
plying the CWT algorithm, the data (PCG signal) is filtered with a 
Butterworth bandpass filter if we want to separate the cardiac 
components and below 20Hz and above 200Hz (Figure1) [ 12]. 

The coefficients generated are then further scaled, and plot-
ted as a contour line, using the Matlab contour function:

Contour (Time, freq, coefs)

So we can have three different representations of the con-
tinuous wavelet transform, one with the energy percentage of 
each coefficient, another than with the coefficients and a last 
with the application of the filter. The following figure shows the 
strength of the method used in locating heart soundsS1, S2 and 
systolic murmur.
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Figure 2: Analysis by the continuous wavelet transform of the PCG TR signal (a): b) Scalogram of the percentage of 
energy of each coefficient of the continuous wavelet, c) plotted as a contour line, using the contour function, d) contour 
plots, using the contour function after applying the Butterworth filter.

Figure 2a shows that the systolic murmur in the PCG « TR » 
signal case covers the two cardiac sounds S1 ans S2, a simple 
analysis by application of the CWT makes it possible to localize 
and locate the two cardiac sounds as well as the systolic mur-
mur (Figure 3b, Figure 3c & Figure 3d). The application of the 
CWT application also makes it possible to give information on 
the time delay and the frequency range at the same time of 
the different components of the PCG signal. We note that the 
duration of systolic murmur is greater than that of heart sounds 

S1 and S2, on the other hand their frequency range and very 
important that of the systolic murmur.

It appears that of the two components of S2 in a normal 
case, A2 is normally the stronger (high frequency content) with 
a duration shorter than P2, reflecting the high pressure in the 
aorta. It is heard throughout the precordial area. In contrast, 
P2 is relatively mild (lower frequency content) with a duration 
greater than that of A2, reflecting the lower pressure in the pul-
monary artery. It is best heard in its own area, the juxta sternal 
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part of the 2nd and 3rd left intercostal spaces. This is where we 
should look for the duplication of S2.  

The first sound S1 also has two components, early mitral, 
the other later, tricuspid. Mitral. Its main component, is much 
stronger, similarly reflecting the high pressures in the left side 
of the heart. It can be heard over the entire precordial area and 
is maximal at the tip of the heart. The softer tricuspid compo-
nent is heard as much as it can at the lower part of the left 
edge of the sternum, and this is where a doubling of S1 can be 
heard. The mitral component, earlier and stronger, can howev-
er mask the tricuspid and the splitting is not always detectable.  
A further analysis in this direction by the Continuous Wavelet 
Transform (CWT) is first applied to the phonocardiogram signal 

of a healthy subject and this analysis will therefore allow us to 
locate the internal components in heart sounds.

Results and discussion

Analysis of the PCG signal of a normal case by applying the 
CWT.

    A cardiac cycle of the Phonocardiographic signal of a healthy 
subject is shown in Figure 3shows the result of the analysis of 
this cardiac cycle by the CWT. The two heart sounds (Sl and S2) 
are clearly visible (for the three representations). One located 
around 500 samples, the other around 3000 samples; they are 
thus distant from around 2500 samples corresponding to a time 
offset of 0.350 s.

Figure 3: Analysis by the continuous wavelet transform of a PCG Normal signal (a):  b) Scalo-
gram of the percentage of energy of each coefficient of the continuous wavelet,  c) plots in con-
tour line, using the contour function, d) plots in contour curve, using the contour function after 
application of the Butterworth filter. 
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Figure 4: Analysis by the continuous wavelet transform of a PCG Normal signal (a): Scalogram 
of the percentage of energy of each coefficient of the continuous wavelet: b) A normal cardiac 
cycle, c) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.

The representation of the energy percentage of each co-
efficient of the continuous wavelet (Scalogram) gives a very 
good appreciation of the internal components of the two heart 
sounds. The latter clearly highlights the change in the frequency 
content of each internal component, so an analysis by CWT is 
applied for each cardiac sounds. The continuous wavelet trans-
forms of the sounds S1 and S2 are shown in Figure 4. As illus-
trated in Figure 4 the sound S2 shows a higher frequency con-
tent than that of the sound S1 (Δf of 48 Hz for S1 and 80 Hz for 
S2). On the other hand, the duration of S2 is less than that of 
S1 ( Δt of 35 ms for S1 and 15 ms for S2). On figure 4c we can 
see that the spectral response of the sound Sl is clearly resolved 
in time by several components including two main ones (M1, 
Tl). The mitral component has a significant frequency content 

compared to the tricuspid component (Δf of 53 Hz for M1 and 
45 Hz for T1), it should also be added that M1 has a frequency 
band greater than T1 (M1 [from 30Hz to 83Hz], T1 [from 28Hz 
to 73Hz]). The mitral component has a shorter duration com-
pared to the tricuspid component (Δt of 13 ms for M1 and 22 
ms for T1). The sound spectrum S2 on the other hand is resolved 
in time with fewer components compared to S1 including two 
main components (A2 and P2), (Figure 4d). With frequency con-
tent going from 18Hz to 98Hz (Δf = 80Hz) for A2 and from 25Hz 
to 89Hz (Δf = 64) for P2, the internal components of the sound 
S2 present the most important frequency contents compared to 
that of cardiac sound S1 (M1 and T1). The duration of P2 is less 
than that of A2 ( Δt of 10 ms for A2 and 6 ms for P2).



The time delay between the internal components A2 and 
P2 of the sound S2 can be easily measured from the result of 
Figure 4d. This measured delay is estimated at around 6 ms; it 
is less than 30 ms [13] as predictable for any PCG signal from 
a healthy subject. In pathological conditions the value of this 
delay can be greater than 30 ms which will give a first indication 
of pathology. In addition, the order of the components A2 and 
P2 can be reversed which will give an additional clue to special-
ists, these components (A2 and P2) can be easily identified by 
means of their frequency range (A2 being richer in frequency 
than P2). The continuous wavelet transform can thus provide 
valuable information on these components A2 and P2 and the 
time delay separating them, thereby allowing to have an im-
portant diagnostic parameter. Table 1 shows the time and fre-
quency differences observed between components A2 and P2. 
This is confirmed, concerning the normal case by Alfredo G who 
has studied in this work [14] only three cases of PCG signals (N, 
IM and ASD).
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Table 1: Time and frequency measurements on internal compo-
nents (M1, T1, A2 and P2).

normal PCG 
signal

 Cardiac sound S1 Cardiac sound S2

M1 T1 Split S1 A2 P2 Split S2

ΔT (ms) 13 22 10 ms 10 6 6 ms

ΔF (Hz) 53 45 / 80 64 /

 It is possible to deduce for the case of a Phonocardiographic 
signal from a healthy subject the following:

The M1 component precedes the T1 component in time.· 

The M1 component has a higher frequency content than · 
that of the T1 component. 

Component A2 precedes component P2 in time.· 

Component A2 has a higher frequency content than that · 
of component P2.

Analysis of the PCG signal of a pathological case by the 
CWT

The study of a pathological case by the use of the continuous 
wavelet transform (CWT) allows us to focus on the power of the 
analysis of this technique on signals of morphology similar to a 
PCG signal of a subject. healthy.

a) Duplication of first cardiac sound

Figures 5, 6,7 show an appreciable difference between the 
case of a normal PCG (Figure 4) and that of pathological cases 
(MR5, MR6 and AR). The PCG signals (MR5 and MR6) which rep-
resents a mitral narrowing shows a very clear doubling of the 

PCG signals 
pathologiques

Cardiac sound S1
Split S1 (ms)

M1 T1

MR5
ΔT (ms) 35 40

37
ΔF (Hz) 100 85

MR6
ΔT (ms) 20 25

32
ΔF (Hz) 74 63

AR
ΔT (ms) 18 26

29
ΔF (Hz) 60 80

Table 2: Temporal and frequency measurements on the internal 
components (M1 and T1) of pathological cases MR5, MR6 and AR.

The frequency content is also given here by the vertical axis 
of the scales which we see is certainly more extensive for S2 
than for Sl with a slight increase for pathological sounds Sl and 
S2.

For the two PCG signals MR5 and MR6, the mitral compo-
nent M1 has the highest frequency content and a duration 
shorter than that of the tricuspid component T1. The PCG AR 
signal (Figure 7) shows the opposite.

In Figure 7 we can see that the sound S2 of AR is resolved 
in time by eight components, two of which are main. The sec-
ond cardiac sound of this pathological case presents a very tight 
doubling unlike the S2 of the PCG signal MR5 which is slightly 
less tight. The S2 cardiac sound of MR6 has a unique compo-
nent to it (Figure 6).

first cardiac sounds S1, the internal mitral and tricuspid com-
ponents are clearly separated. Table 2 illustrates the time and 
frequency differences observed between the components M1 
and T1 and the time interval between them.
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Figure 5: Analysis by continuous wavelet transform of the PCG MR5 signal: a) Two cardiac cycles of the PCG 
signal MR5, b) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.
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Figure 6: Analysis by continuous wavelet transform of the PCG MR6 signal a):  b) Two cardiac cycles of the PCG 
signal MR6, c) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.
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The following figure 8 which represents the PCG signal MS5 
shows that the splitting can vary between two cycles, the split 
of the first sound S1is greater than the second split of the sec-
ond noise S1.

Figure 7: Analysis by continuous wavelet transform of the PCG AR signal a): b) Two cardiac cycles of the PCG signal 
AR, c) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.

Figure 8: Continuous wavelet transform analysis of the first two heart sounds of the PCG MS5 signal.
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b) Duplication of second cardiac sound

The application of the continuous wavelet transform in the 
analysis of pathological cases which presents a splitting of the 
second cardiac sound S2 in anticipation of medical diagnosis, 
was tested on four different cases representing a very severe 
pathology compared to the normal case. The result of this ap-
plication is illustrated in Figure.9 at. Figure 11.

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) coefficients allow 
us to easily see the frequency range of each pathological case 
as well as their main components. The maximum amplitude of 
these components is characterized by a darker color than that 
of small amplitudes.

Figure 9: Analysis by the continuous wavelet transform of the PCG PS1 signal: a) Two cardiac cycles of 
the PCG PS1 signal, b) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.
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Figure 10: Analysis by the continuous wavelet transform of the PCG AS5 signal: a) Two cardiac cycles of the 
PCG AS5 signal, b) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.
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Figure 11: Analysis by the continuous wavelet transform of the PCG ASD signal: a) Two cardiac cycles of the PCG ASD 
signal, b) Cardiac sound S1, d) Cardiac sound S2.

The following table gives the temporal and frequency differ-
ences observed between the components A2 and P2 and the 
temporal interval which separates them from the PCG signals 
to be tudied. 

PCG signals 
pathologiques

Cardiac sound S1
Split S2 (ms)

A2 P2

PS1
ΔT (ms) 16 19

70
ΔF (Hz) 67 72

AS5
ΔT (ms) 7 20

28
ΔF (Hz) 35 55

ASD
ΔT (ms) 32 40

50
ΔF (Hz) 90 100

Table 3: Time and frequency measurements on the internal 
components (A2 and P2)  of pathological cases PS1, AS5 and ASD

For all of the PCG signals, the component P2 has a duration 
and a frequency content greater than that of the aortic compo-
nent. The study of the split of the second cardiac sounds S2 and 
which is none other than the temporal delay existing between 
the two main components of S2 namely the aortic (A2) and pul-
monary (P2) components is very important. As is known, the 
sound S2 is composed of two acoustic components A2 and P2 
due respectively to the closing of the aortic valve and to the 
closing of the pulmonary valve. The importance of diagnosis 
based on the study of S2 noise has been identified and recog-
nized for a long time and its meaning and use for diagnosis is 
considered by cardiologists to be a "key" to auscultation [12]. 
he aortic valve usually closes, under normal conditions, before 
the pulmonary valve by a delay which cannot in any case ex-
ceed 30ms [13]. The value of the split S2, if it is considered to 
be variable along normal cardiac activity, can become relatively 
constant for pathological cases such as pulmonary narrowing 
(PS: pulmonaty stenosis) and deficiency of the atrial wall (ASD: 



atrial septal defect). In the case of pulmonary stenosis figure 8 
the broad doubling of S2 indicates the severity of the disease. 
The application of the CWT on PCG signals analysis has allowed 
us to show that the internal components of heart sounds S1 
and S2 change frequency and duration and split in the event of 
a pathology. This study also made it possible to realize that the 
CWT does not tolerate an automatic separation of the internal 
components since it is necessary each time to seek of which of 
the components which represents a cardiac sound is the main 
one (the most important frequency content.

Conclusion

In conclusion we can say that by applying time-frequency 
analysis to the different PCG signals, we can know which of the 
S1 or S2 sounds is directly concerned by the pathology, and 
even more which internal component (aortic (A1), pulmonary 
(P2), mitral (M1) and tricuspid (T1)) of these noises is affected 
(change in the frequency content and duration of the sounds S1 
or S2 of the pathological signals compared to the normal case).
The results obtained from the calculation of the split with the 
continuous wavelet transform were very satisfactory since they 
were able to allow the measurement of this very important 
parameter and very revealing of the pathology. The split of a 
normal case is less than 30 ms which is not the case for certain 
pathological signals and that the measurement using the meth-
od used to demonstrate and highlight. It was also highlighted 
that the value of this split can have a link with the morphology 
of the internal components of cardiac noise, this analysis made 
it possible to observe a certain fragmentation of the internal 
components into two or three subcomponents. It seems obvi-
ous from the results obtained that the CWT makes it possible 
to give a good appreciation of heart sounds and their internal 
components when the systolic or diastolic heart murmur pre-
vents conventional auscultation.
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